
Best Practice: Warning Signs Posted in More Than One 
 

 
Description:  The facility posts warning signs in t

region: Malay, Chinese and English
pedestrian gates of the facility to w
facility of safety and security requirem

Discussion:  The posting of warning signs at vario
benefits to facility security. Providing
increases theses benefits and effective
multiple languages are commonly spo
know it is a restricted area and that th
requirements. This provides a first lin
persons not meeting the requirements
signs also provide the facility and law
persons approaching the facility were
and prohibitions inside the facility in 
prosecute violators of these regulatio
posted on the outside of perimeter fen
adjacent to the terminal also place app
they are entering a restricted area, wh
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Potential Down-side:  Signs may become cluttered and conf
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Conclusion:  The posting of warning signs in mult
means for communicating security an
passengers, and visitors. Posting “Pro
Unauthorized Persons” signs significa
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the posted signs. 

Cost:  Signs can be purchased commercially
visibility weather resistant signs can c
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